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PAPER-I
SECTION-B-(SAQ)

1. Attempt any six out of seven
a) Enumerate four sexually transmitted infections. Describe media used 

for the culture neisseria gonorrhoeae.
b) What is flagellum? Mention 2 methods for demonstrating flagella.
c) Define hospital acquired infections. Mention any two common 

organisms causing hospital acquired infections
d) How do you visualize treponemes?
e) Mention principle, interpretation and applications of Weil-Felix reaction
f) Explain the basis of multisystem involvement and florid manifestations 

in staphylococcal food poisoning and toxic shock syndrome.
g) Mention four differentiating points between mutational and 

transferable drug resistance in tabulate form.

SECTION-C-(LAQ)

2. Attempt any two out of three
a) What are the clinical manifestations of Urinary Tract Infections? 

Enumerate the common causative agents of UTI and describe the role 
of laboratory diagnosis of such infection

b) Define sterilization and disinfection.
Describe the principle and working of autoclave and also mention 
Biological sterilization control of an autoclave.

c) Describe laboratory diagnosis of cholera with respect to microscopy, 
cultural characteristics and Biochemical tests.

 PAPER-II

SECTION-B-(SAQ)

                 2. Attempt any six out of seven:

a) Classify type I hypersensitivity. Name the immunoglobulin and the most 
important mediator.

b) Enumerate the stages of viral replication
c) Mention serological markers of Hepatitis B virus. Which of these are 

present in super carriers?
d) What are dermatophytes? Name the dermatophytes and one disease 

caused by each.
e) Classify auto immune diseases with one example each
f) Describe any four determinants of antigenicity
g) Draw a labeled diagram of hydatid cyst.



SECTION-C-(LAQ)

3. Attempt any two out of three:
a) Broadly classify nematodes. Describe the life cycle, pathogenicity 
and laboratory diagnosis of ankylostoma duodenale.
b) Write classification, causative organisms, pathogenesis and 
laboratory diagnosis of myeloma.
c) Classify Hepatitis viruses. Describe clinical features, laboratory 
diagnosis and prophylaxis for the infection caused by hepatitis A virus.
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